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John Donne was born in 1572  to a London merchant and his wife. Donne’s parents were both Catholic 
at a time when England was deeply divided over matters of religion; Queen Elizabeth persecuted the 
Catholics and upheld the Church of England established by her father, Henry VIII. The subsequent ruler, 
James I, tolerated Catholicism, but advised Donne that he would achieve advancement only in the 
Church of England. Having renounced his Catholic faith, Donne was ordained in the Church of England 
in 1615 . Donne’s father died when he was very young, as did several of his brothers and sisters, and his 
mother remarried twice during his lifetime. Donne was educated at Hart’s Hall, Oxford, and Lincoln’s 
Inn; he became prodigiously learned, speaking several languages and writing poems in both English and 
Latin. 

Donne’s adult life was colorful, varied, and often dangerous; he sailed with the royal fleet and served as 
both a Member of Parliament and a diplomat. In 1601 , he secretly married a woman named Ann More, 
and he was imprisoned by her father, Sir George More; however, after the Court of Audiences upheld 
his marriage several months later, he was released and sent to live with his wife’s cousin in Surrey, his 
fortunes now in tatters. For the next several years, Donne moved his family throughout England, 
traveled extensively in France and Italy, and attempted unsuccessfully to gain positions that might 
improve his financial situation. In 1615 , Donne was ordained a priest in the Anglican Church; in 1621 , 
he became the Dean of St. Paul’s Cathedral, a post that he retained for the rest of his life. A very 
successful priest, Donne preached several times before royalty; his sermons were famous for their 
power and directness. 

For the last decade of his life, before his death in 1630 , Donne concentrated more on writing sermons 
than on writing poems, and today he is admired for the former as well as the latter. (One of his most 
famous sermons contains the passage beginning, “No man is an island” and ending, “Therefore ask not 
for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.”) However, it is for his extraordinary poems that Donne is 
primarily remembered; and it was on the basis of his poems that led to the revival of his reputation at 
the beginning of the 20th century, following years of obscurity. (The renewed interest in Donne was led 
by a new generation of writers at the turn of the century, including T.S. Eliot.) Donne was the leading 
exponent of a style of poetry called “metaphysical poetry,” which flourished in the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries. 

Metaphysical poetry features elaborate conceits and surprising symbols, wrapped up in original, 
challenging language structures, with learned themes that draw heavily on eccentric chains of 
reasoning. Donne’s verse, like that of George Herbert, Andrew Marvell, and many of their 
contemporaries, exemplifies these traits. But Donne is also a highly individual poet, and his consistently 
ingenious treatment of his great theme—the conflict between spiritual piety and physical carnality, as 
embodied in religion and love—remains unparalleled. 

John Donne, whose poetic reputation languished before he was rediscovered in the early part of the 
twentieth century, is remembered today as the leading exponent of a style of verse known as 
“metaphysical poetry,” which flourished in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. (Other 
great metaphysical poets include Andrew Marvell, Robert Herrick, and George Herbert.) Metaphysical 
poetry typically employs unusual verse forms, complex figures of speech applied to elaborate and 
surprising metaphorical conceits, and learned themes discussed according to eccentric and unexpected 
chains of reasoning. Donne’s poetry exhibits each of these characteristics. His jarring, unusual meters; 
his proclivity for abstract puns and double entendres; his often bizarre metaphors (in one poem he 
compares love to a carnivorous fish; in another he pleads with God to make him pure by raping him); 
and his process of oblique reasoning are all characteristic traits of the metaphysicals, unified in Donne as 
in no other poet. 
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Donne is valuable not simply as a representative writer but also as a highly unique one. He was a man of 
contradictions: As a minister in the Anglican Church, Donne possessed a deep spirituality that informed 
his writing throughout his life; but as a man, Donne possessed a carnal lust for life, sensation, and 
experience. He is both a great religious poet and a great erotic poet, and perhaps no other writer (with 
the possible exception of Herbert) strove as hard to unify and express such incongruous, mutually 
discordant passions. In his best poems, Donne mixes the discourses of the physical and the spiritual; 
over the course of his career, Donne gave sublime expression to both realms. 

His conflicting proclivities often cause Donne to contradict himself. (For example, in one poem he writes, 
“Death be not proud, though some have called thee / Mighty and dreadful, for thou art not so.” Yet in 
another, he writes, “Death I recant, and say, unsaid by me / Whate’er hath slipped, that might diminish 
thee.”) However, his contradictions are representative of the powerful contrary forces at work in his 
poetry and in his soul, rather than of sloppy thinking or inconsistency. Donne, who lived a generation 
after Shakespeare, took advantage of his divided nature to become the greatest metaphysical poet of 
the seventeenth century; among the poets of inner conflict, he is one of the greatest of all time. 

Themes 

Lovers as Microcosms 

Donne incorporates the Renaissance notion of the human body as a microcosm into his love poetry. 
During the Renaissance, many people believed that the microcosmic human body mirrored the 
macrocosmic physical world. According to this belief, the intellect governs the body, much like a king or 
queen governs the land. Many of Donne’s poems—most notably “The Sun Rising” (1633 ), “The Good-
Morrow” (1633 ), and “A Valediction: Of Weeping” (1633 )—envision a lover or pair of lovers as being 
entire worlds unto themselves. But rather than use the analogy to imply that the whole world can be 
compressed into a small space, Donne uses it to show how lovers become so enraptured with each 
other that they believe they are the only beings in existence. The lovers are so in love that nothing else 
matters. For example, in “The Sun Rising,” the speaker concludes the poem by telling the sun to shine 
exclusively on himself and his beloved. By doing so, he says, the sun will be shining on the entire world. 

The Neoplatonic Conception of Love 

Donne draws on the Neoplatonic conception of physical love and religious love as being two 
manifestations of the same impulse. In the Symposium (ca. third or fourth century B .C .E .), Plato 
describes physical love as the lowest rung of a ladder. According to the Platonic formulation, we are 
attracted first to a single beautiful person, then to beautiful people generally, then to beautiful minds, 
then to beautiful ideas, and, ultimately, to beauty itself, the highest rung of the ladder. Centuries later, 
Christian Neoplatonists adapted this idea such that the progression of love culminates in a love of God, 
or spiritual beauty. Naturally, Donne used his religious poetry to idealize the Christian love for God, but 
the Neoplatonic conception of love also appears in his love poetry, albeit slightly tweaked. For instance, 
in the bawdy “Elegy 19 . To His Mistress Going to Bed” (1669 ), the speaker claims that his love for a 
naked woman surpasses pictorial representations of biblical scenes. Many love poems assert the 
superiority of the speakers’ love to quotidian, ordinary love by presenting the speakers’ love as a 
manifestation of purer, Neoplatonic feeling, which resembles the sentiment felt for the divine. 

Religious Enlightenment as Sexual Ecstasy 

Throughout his poetry, Donne imagines religious enlightenment as a form of sexual ecstasy. He parallels 
the sense of fulfillment to be derived from religious worship to the pleasure derived from sexual 
activity—a shocking, revolutionary comparison, for his time. In Holy Sonnet 14  (1633 ), for example, the 
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speaker asks God to rape him, thereby freeing the speaker from worldly concerns. Through the act of 
rape, paradoxically, the speaker will be rendered chaste. In Holy Sonnet 18(1899 ), the speaker draws 
an analogy between entering the one true church and entering a woman during intercourse. Here, the 
speaker explains that Christ will be pleased if the speaker sleeps with Christ’s wife, who is “embraced 
and open to most men” (14). Although these poems seem profane, their religious fervor saves them 
from sacrilege or scandal. Filled with religious passion, people have the potential to be as pleasurably 
sated as they are after sexual activity. 

The Search for the One True Religion 

Donne’s speakers frequently wonder which religion to choose when confronted with so many churches 
that claim to be the one true religion. In 1517, an Augustinian monk in Germany named Martin Luther 
set off a number of debates that eventually led to the founding of Protestantism, which, at the time, was 
considered to be a reformed version of Catholicism. England developed Anglicanism in 1534 , another 
reformed version of Catholicism. This period was thus dubbed the Reformation. Because so many sects 
and churches developed from these religions, theologians and laypeople began to wonder which religion 
was true or right. Written while Donne was abandoning Catholicism for Anglicanism, “Satire 3” reflects 
these concerns. Here, the speaker wonders how one might discover the right church when so many 
churches make the same claim. The speaker of Holy Sonnet 18  asks Christ to explain which bride, or 
church, belongs to Christ. Neither poem forthrightly proposes one church as representing the true 
religion, but nor does either poem reject outright the notion of one true church or religion. 

Motifs 

Spheres 

Donne’s fascination with spheres rests partly on the perfection of these shapes and partly on the near-
infinite associations that can be drawn from them. Like other metaphysical poets, Donne used conceits 
to extend analogies and to make thematic connections between otherwise dissimilar objects. For 
instance, in “The Good-Morrow,” the speaker, through brilliant metaphorical leaps, uses the motif of 
spheres to move from a description of the world to a description of globes to a description of his 
beloved’s eyes to a description of their perfect love. Rather than simply praise his beloved, the speaker 
compares her to a faultless shape, the sphere, which contains neither corners nor edges. The 
comparison to a sphere also emphasizes the way in which his beloved’s face has become the world, as 
far as the speaker is concerned. In “A Valediction: Of Weeping,” the speaker uses the spherical shape of 
tears to draw out associations with pregnancy, globes, the world, and the moon. As the speaker cries, 
each tear contains a miniature reflection of the beloved, yet another instance in which the sphere 
demonstrates the idealized personality and physicality of the person being addressed. 

Discovery and Conquest 

Particularly in Donne’s love poetry, voyages of discovery and conquest illustrate the mystery and 
magnificence of the speakers’ love affairs. European explorers began arriving in the Americas in the 
fifteenth century, returning to England and the Continent with previously unimagined treasures and 
stories. By Donne’s lifetime, colonies had been established in North and South America, and the riches 
that flowed back to England dramatically transformed English society. In “The Good-Morrow” and “The 
Sun Rising,” the speakers express indifference toward recent voyages of discovery and conquest, 
preferring to seek adventure in bed with their beloveds. This comparison demonstrates the way in 
which the beloved’s body and personality prove endlessly fascinating to a person falling in love. The 
speaker of “Elegy 19 . To His Mistress Going to Bed” calls his beloved’s body “my America! my new-
found land” (27), thereby linking the conquest of exploration to the conquest of seduction. To convince 
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his beloved to make love, he compares the sexual act to a voyage of discovery. The comparison also 
serves as the speaker’s attempt to convince his beloved of both the naturalness and the inevitability of 
sex. Like the Americas, the speaker explains, she too will eventually be discovered and conquered. 

Reflections 

Throughout his love poetry, Donne makes reference to the reflections that appear in eyes and tears. 
With this motif, Donne emphasizes the way in which beloveds and their perfect love might contain one 
another, forming complete, whole worlds. “A Valediction: Of Weeping” portrays the process of leave-
taking occurring between the two lovers. As the speaker cries, he knows that the image of his beloved is 
reflected in his tears. And as the tear falls away, so too will the speaker move farther away from his 
beloved until they are separated at last. The reflections in their eyes indicate the strong bond between 
the lovers in “The Good-Morrow” and “The Ecstasy” (1633). The lovers in these poems look into one 
another’s eyes and see themselves contained there, whole and perfect and present. The act of staring 
into each other’s eyes leads to a profound mingling of souls in “The Ecstasy,” as if reflections alone 
provided the gateway into a person’s innermost being. 

Symbols 

Angels 

Angels symbolize the almost-divine status attained by beloveds in Donne’s love poetry. As divine 
messengers, angels mediate between God and humans, helping humans become closer to the divine. 
The speaker compares his beloved to an angel in “Elegy 19 . To His Mistress Going to Bed.” Here, the 
beloved, as well as his love for her, brings the speaker closer to God because with her, he attains 
paradise on earth. According to Ptolemaic astronomy, angels governed the spheres, which rotated 
around the earth, or the center of the universe. In “Air and Angels” (1633 ), the speaker draws on 
Ptolemaic concepts to compare his beloved to the aerial form assumed by angels when they appear to 
humans. Her love governs him, much as angels govern spheres. At the end of the poem, the speaker 
notes that a slight difference exists between the love a woman feels and the love a man feels, a 
difference comparable to that between ordinary air and the airy aerial form assumed by angels. 

The Compass 

Perhaps the most famous conceit in all of metaphysical poetry, the compass symbolizes the relationship 
between lovers: two separate but joined bodies. The symbol of the compass is another instance of 
Donne’s using the language of voyage and conquest to describe relationships between and feelings of 
those in love. Compasses help sailors navigate the sea, and, metaphorically, they help lovers stay linked 
across physical distances or absences. In “A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning,” the speaker compares 
his soul and the soul of his beloved to a so-called twin compass. Also known as a draftsman’s compass, a 
twin compass has two legs, one that stays fixed and one that moves. In the poem, the speaker becomes 
the movable leg, while his beloved becomes the fixed leg. According to the poem, the jointure between 
them, and the steadiness of the beloved, allows the speaker to trace a perfect circle while he is apart 
from her. Although the speaker can only trace this circle when the two legs of the compass are 
separated, the compass can eventually be closed up, and the two legs pressed together again, after the 
circle has been traced. 

Blood 

Generally blood symbolizes life, and Donne uses blood to symbolize different experiences in life, from 
erotic passion to religious devotion. In “The Flea” (1633 ), a flea crawls over a pair of would-be lovers, 
biting and drawing blood from both. As the speaker imagines it, the blood of the pair has become 
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intermingled, and thus the two should become sexually involved, since they are already married in the 
body of the flea. Throughout the Holy Sonnets, blood symbolizes passionate dedication to God and 
Christ. According to Christian belief, Christ lost blood on the cross and died so that humankind might be 
pardoned and saved. Begging for guidance, the speaker in Holy Sonnet 7  (1633 ) asks Christ to teach 
him to be penitent, such that he will be made worthy of Christ’s blood. Donne’s religious poetry also 
underscores the Christian relationship between violence, or bloodshed, and purity. For instance, the 
speaker of Holy Sonnet 9  (1633 ) pleads that Christ’s blood might wash away the memory of his sin and 
render him pure again. 

“The Canonization” 
→ 

Summary 

The speaker asks his addressee to be quiet, and let him love. If the addressee cannot hold his tongue, 
the speaker tells him to criticize him for other shortcomings (other than his tendency to love): his palsy, 
his gout, his “five grey hairs,” or his ruined fortune. He admonishes the addressee to look to his own 
mind and his own wealth and to think of his position and copy the other nobles (“Observe his Honour, or 
his Grace, / Or the King’s real, or his stamped face / Contemplate.”) The speaker does not care what the 
addressee says or does, as long as he lets him love. 

The speaker asks rhetorically, “Who’s injured by my love?” He says that his sighs have not drowned 
ships, his tears have not flooded land, his colds have not chilled spring, and the heat of his veins has not 
added to the list of those killed by the plague. Soldiers still find wars and lawyers still find litigious men, 
regardless of the emotions of the speaker and his lover. 

The speaker tells his addressee to “Call us what you will,” for it is love that makes them so. He says that 
the addressee can “Call her one, me another fly,” and that they are also like candles (“tapers”), which 
burn by feeding upon their own selves (“and at our own cost die”). In each other, the lovers find the 
eagle and the dove, and together (“we two being one”) they illuminate the riddle of the phoenix, for 
they “die and rise the same,” just as the phoenix does—though unlike the phoenix, it is love that slays 
and resurrects them. 

He says that they can die by love if they are not able to live by it, and if their legend is not fit “for tombs 
and hearse,” it will be fit for poetry, and “We’ll build in sonnets pretty rooms.” A well-wrought urn does 
as much justice to a dead man’s ashes as does a gigantic tomb; and by the same token, the poems about 
the speaker and his lover will cause them to be “canonized,” admitted to the sainthood of love. All those 
who hear their story will invoke the lovers, saying that countries, towns, and courts “beg from above / A 
pattern of your love!” 

Form 

The five stanzas of “The Canonization” are metered in iambic lines ranging from trimeter to pentameter; 
in each of the nine-line stanzas, the first, third, fourth, and seventh lines are in pentameter, the second, 
fifth, sixth, and eighth in tetrameter, and the ninth in trimeter. (The stress pattern in each stanza 
is 545544543 .) The rhyme scheme in each stanza is ABBACCCDD. 

Commentary 

This complicated poem, spoken ostensibly to someone who disapproves of the speaker’s love affair, is 
written in the voice of a world-wise, sardonic courtier who is nevertheless utterly caught up in his love. 
The poem simultaneously parodies old notions of love and coins elaborate new ones, eventually 
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concluding that even if the love affair is impossible in the real world, it can become legendary through 
poetry, and the speaker and his lover will be like saints to later generations of lovers. (Hence the title: 
“The Canonization” refers to the process by which people are inducted into the canon of saints). 

In the first stanza, the speaker obliquely details his relationship to the world of politics, wealth, and 
nobility; by assuming that these are the concerns of his addressee, he indicates his own background 
amid such concerns, and he also indicates the extent to which he has moved beyond that background. 
He hopes that the listener will leave him alone and pursue a career in the court, toadying to aristocrats, 
preoccupied with favor (the King’s real face) and money (the King’s stamped face, as on a coin). In the 
second stanza, he parodies contemporary Petrarchan notions of love and continues to mock his 
addressee, making the point that his sighs have not drowned ships and his tears have not caused floods. 
(Petrarchan love-poems were full of claims like “My tears are rain, and my sighs storms.”) He also mocks 
the operations of the everyday world, saying that his love will not keep soldiers from fighting wars or 
lawyers from finding court cases—as though war and legal wrangling were the sole concerns of world 
outside the confines of his love affair. 

In the third stanza, the speaker begins spinning off metaphors that will help explain the intensity and 
uniqueness of his love. First, he says that he and his lover are like moths drawn to a candle (“her one, 
me another fly”), then that they are like the candle itself. They embody the elements of the eagle 
(strong and masculine) and the dove (peaceful and feminine) bound up in the image of the phoenix, 
dying and rising by love. In the fourth stanza, the speaker explores the possibility of canonization in 
verse, and in the final stanza, he explores his and his lover’s roles as the saints of love, to whom 
generations of future lovers will appeal for help. Throughout, the tone of the poem is balanced between 
a kind of arch, sophisticated sensibility (“half-acre tombs”) and passionate amorous abandon (“We die 
and rise the same, and prove / Mysterious by this love”). 

“The Canonization” is one of Donne’s most famous and most written-about poems. Its criticism at the 
hands of Cleanth Brooks and others has made it a central topic in the argument between formalist critics 
and historicist critics; the former argue that the poem is what it seems to be, an anti-political love poem, 
while the latter argue, based on events in Donne’s life at the time of the poem’s composition, that it is 
actually a kind of coded, ironic rumination on the “ruined fortune” and dashed political hopes of the first 
stanza. The choice of which argument to follow is largely a matter of personal temperament. But unless 
one seeks a purely biographical understanding of Donne, it is probably best to understand the poem as 
the sort of droll, passionate speech-act it is, a highly sophisticated defense of love against the corrupting 
values of politics and privilege. 

“The Sun Rising” 
→ 

Summary 

Lying in bed with his lover, the speaker chides the rising sun, calling it a “busy old fool,” and asking why 
it must bother them through windows and curtains. Love is not subject to season or to time, he says, 
and he admonishes the sun—the “Saucy pedantic wretch”—to go and bother late schoolboys and sour 
apprentices, to tell the court-huntsmen that the King will ride, and to call the country ants to their 
harvesting. 

Why should the sun think that his beams are strong? The speaker says that he could eclipse them simply 
by closing his eyes, except that he does not want to lose sight of his beloved for even an instant. He asks 
the sun—if the sun’s eyes have not been blinded by his lover’s eyes—to tell him by late tomorrow 
whether the treasures of India are in the same place they occupied yesterday or if they are now in bed 
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with the speaker. He says that if the sun asks about the kings he shined on yesterday, he will learn that 
they all lie in bed with the speaker. 

The speaker explains this claim by saying that his beloved is like every country in the world, and he is like 
every king; nothing else is real. Princes simply play at having countries; compared to what he has, all 
honor is mimicry and all wealth is alchemy. The sun, the speaker says, is half as happy as he and his lover 
are, for the fact that the world is contracted into their bed makes the sun’s job much easier—in its old 
age, it desires ease, and now all it has to do is shine on their bed and it shines on the whole world. “This 
bed thy centre is,” the speaker tells the sun, “these walls, thy sphere.” 

Form 

The three regular stanzas of “The Sun Rising” are each ten lines long and follow a line-stress pattern 
of 4255445555 —lines one, five, and six are metered in iambic tetrameter, line two is in dimeter, and 
lines three, four, and seven through ten are in pentameter. The rhyme scheme in each stanza is 
ABBACDCDEE. 

Commentary 

One of Donne’s most charming and successful metaphysical love poems, “The Sun Rising” is built around 
a few hyperbolic assertions—first, that the sun is conscious and has the watchful personality of an old 
busybody; second, that love, as the speaker puts it, “no season knows, nor clime, / Nor hours, days, 
months, which are the rags of time”; third, that the speaker’s love affair is so important to the universe 
that kings and princes simply copy it, that the world is literally contained within their bedroom. Of 
course, each of these assertions simply describes figuratively a state of feeling—to the wakeful lover, 
the rising sun does seem like an intruder, irrelevant to the operations of love; to the man in love, the 
bedroom can seem to enclose all the matters in the world. The inspiration of this poem is to pretend 
that each of these subjective states of feeling is an objective truth. 

Accordingly, Donne endows his speaker with language implying that what goes on in his head is primary 
over the world outside it; for instance, in the second stanza, the speaker tells the sun that it is not so 
powerful, since the speaker can cause an eclipse simply by closing his eyes. This kind of heedless, joyful 
arrogance is perfectly tuned to the consciousness of a new lover, and the speaker appropriately claims 
to have all the world’s riches in his bed (India, he says, is not where the sun left it; it is in bed with him). 
The speaker captures the essence of his feeling in the final stanza, when, after taking pity on the sun and 
deciding to ease the burdens of his old age, he declares “Shine here to us, and thou art everywhere.” 

“A Valediction: forbidding Mourning” 
→ 

Summary 

The speaker explains that he is forced to spend time apart from his lover, but before he leaves, he tells 
her that their farewell should not be the occasion for mourning and sorrow. In the same way that 
virtuous men die mildly and without complaint, he says, so they should leave without “tear-floods” and 
“sigh-tempests,” for to publicly announce their feelings in such a way would profane their love. The 
speaker says that when the earth moves, it brings “harms and fears,” but when the spheres experience 
“trepidation,” though the impact is greater, it is also innocent. The love of “dull sublunary lovers” cannot 
survive separation, but it removes that which constitutes the love itself; but the love he shares with his 
beloved is so refined and “Inter-assured of the mind” that they need not worry about missing “eyes, lips, 
and hands.” 
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Though he must go, their souls are still one, and, therefore, they are not enduring a breach, they are 
experiencing an “expansion”; in the same way that gold can be stretched by beating it “to aery 
thinness,” the soul they share will simply stretch to take in all the space between them. If their souls are 
separate, he says, they are like the feet of a compass: His lover’s soul is the fixed foot in the center, and 
his is the foot that moves around it. The firmness of the center foot makes the circle that the outer foot 
draws perfect: “Thy firmness makes my circle just, / And makes me end, where I begun.” 

Form 

The nine stanzas of this Valediction are quite simple compared to many of Donne’s poems, which utilize 
strange metrical patterns overlaid jarringly on regular rhyme schemes. Here, each four-line stanza is 
quite unadorned, with an ABAB rhyme scheme and an iambic tetrameter meter. 

Commentary 

“A Valediction: forbidding Mourning” is one of Donne’s most famous and simplest poems and also 
probably his most direct statement of his ideal of spiritual love. For all his erotic carnality in poems, such 
as “The Flea,” Donne professed a devotion to a kind of spiritual love that transcended the merely 
physical. Here, anticipating a physical separation from his beloved, he invokes the nature of that 
spiritual love to ward off the “tear-floods” and “sigh-tempests” that might otherwise attend on their 
farewell. The poem is essentially a sequence of metaphors and comparisons, each describing a way of 
looking at their separation that will help them to avoid the mourning forbidden by the poem’s title. 

First, the speaker says that their farewell should be as mild as the uncomplaining deaths of virtuous 
men, for to weep would be “profanation of our joys.” Next, the speaker compares harmful “Moving of 
th’ earth” to innocent “trepidation of the spheres,” equating the first with “dull sublunary lovers’ love” 
and the second with their love, “Inter-assured of the mind.” Like the rumbling earth, the dull sublunary 
(sublunary meaning literally beneath the moon and also subject to the moon) lovers are all physical, 
unable to experience separation without losing the sensation that comprises and sustains their love. But 
the spiritual lovers “Care less, eyes, lips, and hands to miss,” because, like the trepidation (vibration) of 
the spheres (the concentric globes that surrounded the earth in ancient astronomy), their love is not 
wholly physical. Also, like the trepidation of the spheres, their movement will not have the harmful 
consequences of an earthquake. 

The speaker then declares that, since the lovers’ two souls are one, his departure will simply expand the 
area of their unified soul, rather than cause a rift between them. If, however, their souls are “two” 
instead of “one”, they are as the feet of a drafter’s compass, connected, with the center foot fixing the 
orbit of the outer foot and helping it to describe a perfect circle. The compass (the instrument used for 
drawing circles) is one of Donne’s most famous metaphors, and it is the perfect image to encapsulate 
the values of Donne’s spiritual love, which is balanced, symmetrical, intellectual, serious, and beautiful 
in its polished simplicity. 

Like many of Donne’s love poems (including “The Sun Rising” and “The Canonization”), “A Valediction: 
forbidding Mourning” creates a dichotomy between the common love of the everyday world and the 
uncommon love of the speaker. Here, the speaker claims that to tell “the laity,” or the common people, 
of his love would be to profane its sacred nature, and he is clearly contemptuous of the dull sublunary 
love of other lovers. The effect of this dichotomy is to create a kind of emotional aristocracy that is 
similar in form to the political aristocracy with which Donne has had painfully bad luck throughout his 
life and which he commented upon in poems, such as “The Canonization”: This emotional aristocracy is 
similar in form to the political one but utterly opposed to it in spirit. Few in number are the emotional 
aristocrats who have access to the spiritual love of the spheres and the compass; throughout all of 
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Donne’s writing, the membership of this elite never includes more than the speaker and his lover—or at 
the most, the speaker, his lover, and the reader of the poem, who is called upon to sympathize with 
Donne’s romantic plight. 

 


